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Abstract

Suzaku Wide-band All-sky Monitor (WAM), which is the BGO active shield surrounding the Hard
X-ray Detector (HXD) onboard Suzaku, has detected many gamma-ray bursts, soft gamma-ray repeaters,
and solar flares, since the launch in 2005. In addition, thanks to its large field of view (2 πstr), WAM is
able to monitor the bright soft gamma-ray sources by the earth occultation technique in 100–800 keV, as
CGRO/BATSE and Fermi/GBM. This is a great advantage to search nonthermal components and observe
the hard tail of black hole binaries. In this contribution, we present results on Crab Nebula and Cyg X-1
over 8 years. The long-term light curves of these objects are successfully obtained. Together with light
curves of Swift/BAT and Fermi/GBM, we derive the history of broad-band X-ray spectra of these objects
in 15–600 keV. The spectral transition of Cyg X-1 is clearly observed but a hard excess above 400 keV
reported by INTEGRAL was not significant.
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1. Introduction

All-sky monitoring is very important to study the tar-
get objects continuously and find transient phenomena.
Suzaku-WAM (Wide-band All-sky Monitor) is active
shield of the HXD (Hard X-ray Detector), and consists
of thick BGO scintillaters and photomultipliers. The ad-
vantage of the WAM is a larger effective area in the range
of 300 keV – 2 MeV than other current all-sky moni-
tors. The WAM can observe ∼80% of all sky in ∼96
min and have observed many transient phenomena, such
as gamma-ray bursts, solar flares, soft gamma-ray re-
peaters. In addition, thanks to its large field of view,
the WAM can monitor bright soft gamma-ray sources of
down to 50 mCrab with the earth occultation technique,
as CGRO/BATSE and Fermi/GBM. Combined with the
X-ray all-sky monitors such as the RXTE/ASM, MAXI,
Swift/BAT, and Fermi/GBM, we can monitor the tran-
sient objects in the wide X-ray band from 2 keV to 600
keV.

2. Analysis Procedure

2.1. Data Extraction

The Suzaku satellite was launched on July 10, 2005 and
WAM observations have been carried out since August
26, 2005. We analyzed TRN-data from August 26, 2005

to December 31, 2012. TRN-data contain light curves of
55 energy channels with a time bin of 1 sec. Here, we
treated the light curves of 1―15 pulse hight channels in
50―600 keV, and extracted light curves before and after
500 sec for each occultation.

For a certain target object, we selected the observa-
tions in which the incident angle of signals from the tar-
get object to each WAM detector is smaller than 50 de-
grees, and calculated the time of occultation from the
target coordinate and the satellite orbit. Since most of
signals to the WAM2 suffer from the large dewar sys-
tem of the XRS onboard Suzaku, the WAM2 data are
not in use because of its large calibration uncertainty.
Accordingly, we present the data of WAM0, WAM1 and
WAM3.

2.2. Data Selection

The earth occultation times are corrected by considering
the effect of the atmospheric absorption before summing
over the occultation light curves. Using the obtained re-
lation, we correct the time from the duration of predicted
occultation. We used only the data whose occultation
duration time is longer than 1200 sec. Since the TRN-
data record the all-sky soft gamma-rays and also particle
backgrounds, they contain transient phenomena due to
gamma-ray bursts, solar flares, particle flares. In addi-
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tion, daily operation of high voltage up/down around the
SAA (South Atlantic Anomaly) and calibration modes
causes a sudden change of the count rate. We thus
eliminated the occultation light curves containing SAA,
background high-rate period, and calibration mode, and
summing over the occultation light curves in one obser-
vation, 50 days, or seven years for each energy channel
to increase the statistics. If the occultation time is close
to that of bright objects of the Crab nebula and Cyg
X-1, the occultation step cannot be estimated correctly.
Therefore, we remove the data of such cases.

2.3. Response Function

For spectral fitting, we generate the response function of
each observation, during which the direction of the target
object is constant. Then, we take an average of those
response functions by weighting them with the number
of the analyzed occultations in each observation.

The response function depends on the matter distri-
bution of the surrounding satellite body and other in-
struments, since the HXD-WAM is located inside the
satellite panels. Uncertainty of the response functions is
estimated to be 10–20% by preflight calibration on the
ground and spectral cross-calibration among the Konus-
Wind, the Suzaku/WAM, and the Swift/BAT data us-
ing Gamma-Ray Bursts. The response function of the
WAM0 has been furthermore calibrated by the cross-
calibration with the GOES data, using 105 solar flares.
Note that the WAM0 always faces the sun, and thus the
solar flares are always detected. As a result, the accu-
racy was found to be 10%. Following the above, in this
paper we consider the systematic uncertainty on the re-
sponse function to be 10% for the WAM0 and 20% for
the WAM1 and WAM3.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Results and discussion of Crab nebula

As shown in Fig.1, WAM light curve is consistent with
the flux decline reported with GBM. However, in the
longer term, decline is not significant. The variability
is less than ∼20% and less than ∼40% in 100-300 and
300-600 keV band, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Long term light curves of Crab nebula. Red: WAM(left:
100-300 keV, right: 300-600 keV), Black: Fermi/GBM(left:
100-300 keV, right 300-500 keV)

3.2. Results and discussion of Cyg X-1

Cyg X-1 is also successfully detected with WAM (150–
400 keV), and the transition between the low/hard state
and high/soft state is clearly observed (Fig.2). As shown
in Fig.3, using results of Swift/BAT, Fermi/GBM and
WAM, we obtained the history if 12–400 keV spectra
of Cyg X-1. The figure 3 shows that Cyg X-1 transits
between low/hard state and high/soft state smoothly on
the spectra.

Fig. 2. Daily light curve of Cyg X-1. Obtained with WAM (150–400
keV) and BAT (15–50 keV).

Fig. 3. Wide-band energy spectrum of Cyg X-1, with Swift/BAT
(15–50 keV), Fermi/GBM (12–300 keV) and WAM (150–400
keV) data.
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